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Abstract: Continuous-wave Doppler radar (CWDR) can be used to remotely detect physiological1

parameters, such as respiration and heart signals. However, detecting and separating multiple tar-2

gets remains a challenging task for CWDR. While complex transceiver architectures and advanced3

signal processing algorithms have been demonstrated effective for multiple target separations4

in some scenarios, the separation of equidistant sources within a single antenna beam remains a5

challenge. This paper presents an alternative phase tuning approach that exploits the diversity6

among target distances and physiological parameters for multi-target detection. The design uti-7

lizes a voltage-controlled analog phase shifter to manipulate the phase correlation of the CWDR8

and thus create different signal mixtures from the multiple targets, then separates them in the9

frequency domain by suppressing individual signals sequentially. We implemented the phase10

correlation system based on a 2.4GHz single-channel CWDR and evaluated it against multiple11

mechanical and human targets. The experimental results demonstrated successful separation of12

nearly equidistant targets within an antenna beam, equivalent to separating physiological signals13

of two people seated shoulder to shoulder.14

Keywords: Biosensors; Microwave Doppler radar; Multi-subject detection; Occupancy sensors;15

Source separation; Vital signal processes16

1. Introduction17

Since theorized in 1842, the Doppler Effect has been used in the context of radar18

sensing to detect moving objects from stationary backgrounds in a variety of areas, rang-19

ing from cosmology to meteorology. Small-size and low-power Doppler radars have also20

been used in medical and search and rescue applications to provide non-invasive and un-21

obtrusive diagnoses of cardiopulmonary conditions [1,2] . Recent work on physiological22

Doppler radar further sought to extend continuous radar monitoring beyond controlled23

settings and into unconstrained environments common to applications such as security,24

human machine interface, at-home medical tests, smart buildings and walking aids25

[3–5].26

The challenge to enable radar monitoring within unconstrained environments is that27

there could be many targets within the radar’s scope, and nearby individuals reflected28

signals superimpose, creating a signal mixture consisting of multiple physiological29

motions [6,7]. Earlier research pursues to separate the signal mixture using complex30

transceiver architectures or advanced signal processing algorithms. In [8,9], Borić-31

Lubecke et al. and Lee et al. demonstrated the feasibility to separate multiple spectral32

diverse or spatially diverse cardiovascular-related motions with single-antenna and33

multiple-antenna CWDRs. In [10], Rivera et al. presented a multi-target detection34

method for heart and respiration rates, which applies clustering and multiple signal35
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classification (MUSIC) algorithms to ultra-wideband (UWB) radar output. In [11,12],36

Fadel et al. and Cardillo et al. Step frequency CW (SFCW) radar and MIMO architectures37

have also been proposed for multi-target detection and tracking [13,14].38

Albeit effective, hardware-intensive, or processing-intensive methods for multi-39

target separation are often costly. For instance, UWB radars require high-speed analog40

to digital converters (ADCs), and FMCW radars require calibration to compensate41

for the non-linearity during frequency sweeping. MUSIC algorithm involves singular42

value decomposition (SVD) with near cubic complexity. Therefore, these methods are43

challenging to implement on low-power, computation-limited radar sensors standards44

for physiological monitoring.45

To reduce the implementation cost, this work proposes a simple, single-channel46

CWDR method for multi-target detection using phase sweeping. Conceptually, the detec-47

tion accuracy of a single-channel CWDR of a single target varies by the target range, due48

to issues known as null and optimal points [15]. A null point occurs when the round trip49

distance is even multiples of λ/8, which minimizes the detection sensitivity. An optimal50

point occurs when the round trip distance is odd multiples of λ/8 , which maximizes51

the detection sensitivity. If a single target is present in a radar field of view, phase tuning52

can be used to optimize detection sensitivity [16–18]. In a multiple target scenario, phase53

tuning provides different phase correlation and thus signal mixtures from the multiple54

targets that can be further separated in frequency and time domains. Assuming the55

targets are not at the same range, we may change the initial phase offset of the radar56

signal to manipulate the null and optimal points and "amplify" the physiological signal57

of targets at optimal points while “suppressing" the targets at the null points. Given that58

each human has distinguished anatomy and distinguished physiological signals, both in59

shape and frequency, signals of individuals can be separated and identified using simple60

signal processing algorithms such as Fast Fourier transform (FFTs).61

Our prior work [19,20] demonstrated the phase correlation detection principle for62

multiple targets using range discrimination by adjusting target position in multiples of63

λ/8. However, adjusting the target range may not always be possible nor practical. This64

work provides in-depth analysis and full implementation of phase sweeping CWDR65

system multi-target detection and extensive evaluation results. The main contributions66

of this work are highlighted in the following: (1) We presented a theoretical analysis67

of the proposed single-antenna single-channel phase sweep method for multi-target68

detection with individuals at similar nominal ranges. (2) We evaluated the performance69

of the phase sweep method via software simulation, robotic movers, and human subjects.70

The results demonstrated that our system could monitor nearly equidistant subjects71

seated shoulder to shoulder without changing range, beam angle, or applying other72

more complex signal separation techniques.73

2. Theoretical Analysis74

Doppler theory states a target with a time-varying position with no net velocity75

will reflect the transmitted signal with different phases in proportion to the time-varying76

position of the target. In respiration detection using CWDR, the occurrence of Doppler77

shift is caused by the displacement of the chest, and this effect can be observed from78

the phase change of the modulated received signal. The transmit signal T(t) from the79

CWDR can be expressed as:80

T(t) = A cos(2π f t + ϕ(t)) (1)

where A is the transmitted signal amplitude, f is the oscillation frequency, t is the81

elapsed time, and ϕ(t) is the initial phase noise of the transmit signal. The transmitted82

signal is reflected by N multiple subjects, at a nominal distance d0N with time-varying83

displacement xN(t). The received signal RN(t), can be expressed as:84
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RN(t) = AN cos
[

2π f t +
4π d0N

λ
+

4π xN(t)
λ

+ ∆ϕN

(
t − 2 d0N

c

)]
(2)

where AN is the received signal amplitude, λ is the wavelength of the signals and85

∆ϕN(t − 2 d0N
c ) is the total time-delayed version of the signal source phase noise. The86

total reflected phase shift θN includes phase change at the target surface θN0 and phase87

delay due to target range d0N :88

θN =
4π dN(t)

c
+ θ0N (3)

Due to each person’s complexity and unique features of human torso anatomy, the89

actual target range d0N will be slightly different for different individuals at the same90

nominal range, which causes differences in the phase shifts among targets. After the91

received signal is mixed with the local oscillator (LO) signal derived from the same92

source as the transmit signal, and higher frequency components are filtered, mixer93

output produces a baseband signal that can be expressed as BN(t):94

BN(t) = AN cos
[

θN +
4π xN(t)

λ
+ ∆ϕN

(
t − 2 d0N

c

)]
(4)

Changing the total reflected signal phase Eq.3 is possible, by introducing voltage95

tunable phase shift θps in the received signal path resulting in:96

RN(t) = AN cos
[

2π f t +
4π xN(t)

λ
+ ∆ϕN

(
t − 2 d0N

c

)
+ (θN + θps)

]
(5)

At the mixer output, baseband signals including this phase shift θps can be expressed as:97

BN(t) = AN cos
[

4π xN(t)
λ

+ ∆ϕN

(
t − 2 d0N

c

)
+ (θN + θps)

]
(6)

From Eq. 6, we can have two approximations. The first one is an optimum point [17]98

when the value of
(
θN + θps

)
, is an odd multiple of π/2 and target oscillation amplitude99

is small compared to the wavelength x(t) ≪ λ . Assuming that residual phase noise is100

small, the baseband signal can be approximated as:101

BN(t) =
4π xN(t)

λ
(7)

Hence, the baseband signal is now linearly proportional to target displacement. The102

second approximation is the null point when the value of (θN + θps) is an even multiple103

of π/2, and the baseband signal can be approximated as:104

BN(t) =
[

1 − 4π xN(t)
λ

]2
(8)

In this case, the output signal is no longer linearly proportional to target displace-105

ment resulting in reduced fundamental frequency content. The square term results in106

signal distortion by doubling the signal frequency. Therefore, significant fundamental107

suppression and an increase in second harmonic content can identify the null point. The108

phase shift of π/2, shifts the target from null to the optimum position, and the phase109

shift of π, is sufficient to ensure that each target would sweep through at least one null110

and one optimum position. By tuning the θps, the total phase shift can be adjusted to111

amplify or suppress BN(t) signals sequentially from multiple sources and allow sensing112

multiple subjects within a single antenna beam width. This method can be performed113

without beam steering or other more complex signal separation techniques. Since hu-114

man subjects are unlikely to present the exact same refection surface configuration at115
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the same actual distance, this method holds promise for distinguishing closely spaced,116

nearly equidistant individuals. Simulation and experimental results that confirm the117

effectiveness of this method will be presented in the following sections.118

3. Simulation119

We evaluated the performance of the phase sweep method via software simulation120

to test the feasibility of separating multiple sources. The baseband received signals with121

phase shift value in the time domain were generated using Matlab. The baseband signal122

in the radar system is a function of the radar wavelength, fixed displacement of the123

targets and variable phase shift Eq. 4. In this simulation, two signals with frequencies124

0.2Hz and 0.3Hz and a small phase offset between them represent respiration signals125

from two human subjects. The two signals start with a phase shift value θps = 0◦,126

where the phase of the baseband signals spectrum is at arbitrary peaks. The suppressing127

of BN(t) signals, occurred when the total value (θN + θps) in the baseband signals is128

an even multiple of π/2. We tuned the phase shift values to suppress each signal to129

demonstrate the multiple source separation using the phase sweep technique. Figure 1130

shows that source 2 is suppressed at 90◦, while source 1 is suppressed at 225◦.131
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Figure 1. The figure shows two simulated receiving signals, 0.2Hz baseband-1 and 0.3Hz baseband-
2, with phase sweeping between θps = 0◦ to θps = 360◦, incremented at ∆θps = 45◦ per step.

Figure 2 shows the simulated baseband signals in the time and frequency domains132

with phase shift θps = 90◦ Figure 2a, and θps = 225◦ Figure 2b. The oscillation frequen-133

cies of each source will be observable as distinct peaks in the frequency spectrum of134

the composite signal. The phase shift sweep between multiple baseband signals goes135

from optimum to null point and vice versa approximately every π/2. The simulation136

results agree with null/optimum theory, where the distance between an optimum and137

adjacent null point is π/2. Detecting the changes in FFT magnitude and comparing138

with our statement of which target’s signal has gone through null points due to the139

difference in the phase shift, we can then uniquely distinguish each signal source in the140

single-channel single antenna radar system.141

4. Implementation and Experiments142

A single-channel radar was assembled using ASPPT 2988 from Antenna Specialist™143

antenna having 8dBi gain and 60◦ E plane beam width, Agilent E4438C signal generator,144

coaxial components, RF-Lambda RFLC-301-4S circulator, and Mini-Circuits ZFSC 2-2500145

splitters and ZFM-4212+ mixer. Using the LabView program, a computer recorded the146

output signal from the radar system, which was fed to the low-pass filter preamplifier147

Stanford Research SR560 with a cut-off frequency of 10Hz and 102 gain. The DC offset148

was compensated to avoid amplifier saturation. The baseband data obtained from the149
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(b)
Figure 2. The figure shows two simulated baseband received signals, 0.2Hz baseband-1 and 0.3Hz
baseband-2. Baseband-1 is at an optimum point, and baseband-2 is at a null point, when θps = 90◦

(a). Baseband-1 is at a null point, and baseband-2 is at an optimal point, when θps = 225◦(b).
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radar system was sampled and recorded using a DAQ NIUSB-6281 at a rate of 100Hz.150

Analog voltage tunable phase shifter PULSAR ST-21-444A was inserted in the received151

signal path preceding the mixer Figure 3. Phase shifter voltage was controlled with a152

programmable power supply Keysight E36312A.153

✕

ASPPT 2988
60° beamwidth 

Gain 8 dB 

Splitter 

APS

Circulator 

Mixer 

Pre-amp

NI-DAQ

Power supply 

Signal
generator

Laptop

Figure 3. The figure shows a block diagram of phase-sweeping single-channel single-antenna
radar system operating at 2.4GHz. The analog phase shifter (APS) is installed in the radar’s
received path and is controlled via a programmable power supply.

The analog phase shifter APS has a frequency range of 2GHz − 2.6GHz, insertion154

loss of 5dB max, phase shift θps = 360◦ and voltage value ranging 0 − 10 v. A vector155

network analyzer was used to characterize the analog phase shifter. Figure 4 shows the156

measured phase shift for voltage sweep up to 5 v, corresponding to phase shift from157

−178◦ to 82◦. This phase range is more than sufficient to ensure that each target would158

sweep through at least one null and one optimum position.159

4.1. Robotic Mover Detection160

We used robotic movers to simulate repetitive respiration motions to obtain repro-161

ducible results before testing the system with human subjects. Under normal conditions,162

the human respiratory rate is between 12 and 18 breaths per minute, corresponding to163

0.2 − 0.3Hz with maximum chest displacement of 10mm peak-to-peak [21]. This respi-164

ration model was simulated using robotic movers. The reflector was a metallic target165

attached to a translation stage with one motion axis. Target one is a spherical shape of166

about 15cm diameters. Target two is a square plate with dimensions of 20cm × 15cm.167

Each target was mounted on a Griffin Motion LNS-100 Series Linear Stage with a Galil168
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Figure 4. The phase shifter’s output as a linear function of applied voltage.

DMC30010 controller. The stage of each target consists of a mount actuated via stepper169

drive controlled via serial interface, which permits automated movement sequences170

position resolution within 1µm, measured as commanded position versus reported po-171

sition. The single robotic mover was tested initially to demonstrate phase correlation172

experimentally as illustrated in Figure 5. The spherical robotic mover was placed within173

the antenna beam, at distance d0=1.5m from the center point to the radar antenna. The174

robotic mover was oscillating at a frequency of 0.3Hz with a peak-to-peak amplitude of175

10mm.176

Antenna
60°beamwidth

Gain 6 dB 

Radar 
system

Center distance 
#" ≈ 1.5	)Robotic 

mover

!!"# = 	0.3	'(
)*+ = 10	**

Figure 5. The figure shows the experiment setup with the phase-sweeping radar and one robotic
mover. The distance between the radar and the mover is d0=1.5m. The mover oscillates at 0.3Hz
frequency and 10mm amplitude.

Figure 6 shows the FFT of the output signal for the phase shift sweep from −178◦ to177

82◦. At the phase shift value θps = −50◦ the robotic mover’s signal was suppressed (null178

position), whereas phase shift value θps = 44◦ shifted the robotic mover’s signal to the179

optimum position. Figure 7 shows time and frequency domain signals for θps = −50◦and180

θps = 44◦ At the phase shifter voltage value 2.2 v corresponding to phase angle = −50◦,181

the fundamental of the baseband signal is suppressed, and the second harmonic is visible.182

In contrast, at a phase angle of 44◦, the fundamental signal amplitude is maximum,183

and the second harmonic is absent. The offset phase shift value in the baseband signal184
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Figure 7. The figure shows two sets of demodulated signal, with θps = −50◦ (a, b) and θps = 44◦

(c, d). The robotic mover 0.3Hz is at a null point when θps = −50◦, as the first harmonic
0.6Hz surpassing the fundamental 0.3Hz(b), and at an optimum point when θps = 44◦, as the
fundamental surpassing the first harmonic(d).
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goes from optimum to null point and vice versa approximately every π/2, making the185

baseband signal in the optimum point position at phase angle 44◦, for phase shifter186

voltage of 4v. The results agree with the simulation and null/optimum theory, where187

the distance between an optimum and adjacent null point is π/2.188

4.2. Two Robotic Targets Detection189

(a)
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(b)
Figure 8. Photograph of the two robotic movers placed facing radar antenna (a). The figure shows
the experiment setup with the phase-sweeping radar and two robotic movers (b). The nominal
distance between the radar and the movers is d0=1.5m. The distance between the movers is 0.8m.
Mover-1 oscillates at 0.3Hz frequency and 10mm amplitude. Mover-2 oscillates at 0.2Hz frequency
and 10mm amplitude.

Two robotic movers were placed facing the radar antenna at a distance d0 = 1.5m,190

as illustrated in Figure 8. The center-to-center distance between the robotics movers191

was 0.8m, simulating the distance between two people seated shoulder to shoulder.192

Figure 8a shows the photograph of the two robotic movers placed facing radar antenna193

at a distance d0 = 1.5m (a) The experimental layout of the radar system with mover-2194

oscillating at 0.2Hz and mover-1 oscillating at 0.3Hz is illustrated in Figure 8b. The FFT195

of the baseband signal Figure 9 show the output of the phase shift values from −102◦ to196
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49◦. At phase shifter angle −79◦, the baseband signal of 0.2Hz mover-2 is suppressed to197

the null point, and 0.3Hz mover-1 shifted to the optimum point. At the phase shifter198

angle −11◦, the baseband signal of 0.2Hz mover-2 is in the optimum point, and 0.3Hz199

mover-1 is suppressed to the null point.200
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Figure 9. The figure shows the demodulated signals, with phase sweeping between −102◦ to 49◦.
Mover-1 at 0.3Hz is at an optimum point, and mover-2 at 0.2Hz is at a null point when θps = −79◦.
Mover-1 is at a null point, and mover-2 is at an optimum point when θps = −11◦.
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Figure 10. The figure shows two sets of demodulated signals, with θps = −79◦ (a, b)and θps =

−11◦(c, d). Robotic mover-1 0.3Hz is at an optimum point, and mover-2 0.2Hz is at a null point
when θps = −79◦(b). Mover-1 is at a null point, and mover-2 is at an optimum point when
θps = −11◦(d).

Figure 10 shows time and frequency domain signals for θps = −79◦ and θps = −11◦.201

At θps = −79◦ , the frequency-domain plot indicates 0.2Hz is in the null point position,202

and 0.3Hz is in the optimum point position. At the phase shift value of θps = −11◦203

baseband received is the signal frequency-domain plot indicates 0.2Hz is in optimum204

point position and 0.3Hz is in the null point position.205

4.3. One Human Target and One Robotic Target Detection206

The human subject and spherical shape robotic mover are placed facing the radar207

antenna at a distance of 1.5m away from the radar antenna Figure 11. The frequency208

oscillation of the robotic mover is 0.3Hz, and the human subject breathing frequency209

is about 0.2Hz using the metronome program as a breathing pacer. The center-to-210

center distance 0.8m between the subject and robotic mover was chosen to represent the211

minimum distance between two humans shoulder-to-shoulder.212

Figure 12 shows the FFT of the baseband signal output for phase shift values from213

−90◦ to 40◦. At phase shifter angle −50◦, the baseband signal of the mover at 0.3Hz is214

suppressed to the null point, the optimum point for the mover appears at around 40◦215

as expected. While null/optimum positioning is more complex for a human subject,216

due to breath-to-breath amplitude variations and human subject likely shifting position217

slightly during measurements, it is still possible to identify minimum amplitude at 10◦.218

Time and frequency domain plots for the phase shift of −50◦ to 10◦ confirm that signal219

separation is indeed possible. The baseband signal can be recovered when the other is220

suppressed for the scenarios of multiple targets, regardless of their separation in the221

frequency domain. In case if there are more than two targets present, a single source222

signal can be recovered from multiple mix signals by initially suppressing it to identify223

the contribution from all other sources, which can then be adaptively filtered to recover224
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Figure 11. Photograph of the human subject and robotic movers placed facing radar antenna(a).The
figure shows the experiment setup with the phase-sweeping radar, one robotic mover, and one
human subject(b). The nominal distance between the radar and the targets is d0=1.5m. The distance
between the targets is 0.8m. The mover oscillates at 0.3Hz frequency and 10mm amplitude. The
human subject breathes at 0.2Hz.
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Figure 12. The figure shows the demodulated signals reflected from the two targets, with phase
sweeping between −90◦ to 40◦. The mover 0.3Hz is at a null point, and the human target 0.2Hz is
near an optimum point when θps = −50◦. The mover is near an optimum point, and the human
target 0.2Hz is at a null point when θps = 10◦.
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Figure 13. The figure shows two sets of demodulated signals, with θps = −50◦ (a, b) and
θps = −10◦ (c, d). The mover 0.3Hz is at at a null point, and the human subject 0.2Hz is near an
optimum point, when θps = −50◦ (b). The mover is near an optimal point, and the human subject
is at a null point, when θps = 10◦(d).
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the signal of interest. Number of sources that can be separated will be limited by the225

resolution of the phase shifter.226

5. Conclusion227

This paper presented a multi-target physiological detection and separation method228

suitable for single-antenna single-channel narrow band CWDRs. The technique employs229

the phase correlation detection principle and tunes the radar’s initial phase to align230

null and optimal points with the individual targets’ positions, thus achieving signal231

separation. Exploiting the wavelength-level spacing among null and optimal points,232

the demodulated signal can isolate nearly equidistant targets with diverse physiologi-233

cal spectra after primary signal processing steps such as FFT. Proposed phase tuning234

technique with FFT does not require significant hardware complexity not significant235

computational resources. However, this technique does rely on frequency separation236

of sources, thus for overlapping frequency spectra other signal processing technique237

such as MUSIC or empirical mode decomposition (EMD) may be explored in the future.238

We presented theoretical analysis, software simulations, full system implementation,239

and experiment evaluations with different mechanical and human target combinations.240

All show the system’s effectiveness in separating two closely spaced targets within a241

single antenna beam. Since human targets are likely to present different surface configu-242

rations and breathing dynamics, and thus different initial phase even at the same radar243

range, this method is promising for separation of physiological signals from multiple244

individuals. In the future, we plan to assess the performance of the phase correlation245

approach with higher number of targets, thus expanding its application into domains246

such as occupancy counting.247
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